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Application Release Notes

SafeNet™ Solutions
SafeNet™ is the most versatile and user-friendly real-time, cloud-based
dispatch application for Motorola’s MOTOTRBO® radios.
The purpose of these application release notes is to provide information
regarding the enhancements made within version 4.0 of SafeNet™.

Features & Benefits of Version 4.0













Live, worldwide Google mapping interface with street-view
Real-time data from your radio fleet to help lower down-time and
increase productivity
Optimize driver times and routes by monitoring fleet patterns
Radio system monitoring
Effective customer service through better communication
Fleet maintenance monitoring using data from reports
Insurance premium reductions for incorporating GPS/AVL applications
into your business model
Improved overall communication with Text Messaging and E-mails to
radios from one source
Analytic report data to pinpoint cost saving opportunities

SafeNet™ is SafeMobile’s
affordable, entirely web-based,
solution to all fleet management
needs. From anywhere in the
world with an internet connected
PC, fleet managers are able to
effectively monitor their
MOTOTRBO® workforce. When
used in conjunction with your radio
network, SafeNet™ provides you
with invaluable tools to maximize
its efficiency, achieve seamless
communication and analyze
critical data via key reports to get
more from your system.
Unleash the Power of Your
Radios with SafeNet™ 4.0!

Reductions in overtime and other operating expenses through new
system efficiency
Simultaneous communication with multiple platforms
Customization into any language

The SafeNet™
Suite Includes:
 Real-time GPS/ AVL location
information with history
 Alerts and Geofences
 Unit status on/ off
 Polling or immediate location
reporting
 Emergency notifications
 Time-stamped speed and
heading information
 Text Messaging
 E-mail gateway with userfriendly inbox/ outbox
 Intuitive location-based,
exportable daily data reports
SafeNet™ v4.0 Real-Time GPS/ AVL Location Using Google Maps

Accessible
From Anywhere
Accessible from anywhere
in the world, wherever you
have access to an internet
connected PC; SafeNet™
requires no VPN or special
hardware.

Compatible
Radio Platforms
Historical Playback with Animation

Additional Benefits You Can
Expect



Connect Plus



Conventional



IP Site Connect



Capacity Plus



Linked Capacity Plus

No Software Installation Required
SafeNet™ is entirely web-based via the Cloud and works perfectly
with the majority of modern browsers. There is no configuration or
maintenance required, ever. Just log in to the provided URL! Our
approach to a web-based solution provides an easy, maintenance-free
solution. We handle all updates so that you do not have to and updates
are always free!

User-Friendly Interface
Designed with a clean, intuitive interface, SafeNet™ is easy-to-use by
anyone who has previous experience working with an internet-based
mapping solution, such as Google Maps. The application is also
customizable to any language preference you require.

Get more from your radio system!

Affordable
As the most affordable solution on the market, SafeNet™ provides an
easy, cost-effective integration of applications with your radios that fits
nearly every budget. The benefits of our SafeNet™ features will instantly
provide an increase to your productivity and reduce overhead costs for
your company that will far outweigh the nominal monthly fee to access the
solution.
Send an SMS from the map!

Benefits You
Can Count On
Secure Access to Critical
Information - Have secure
access to the real-time
information you need to make
decisions
Multiple Communication
Platforms - Allows dispatch
solutions across multiple radio
and cellular platforms
Secure Data Storage Your data is stored on a secure
server and is available anytime,
from anywhere in the world.
Instant Dispatch Solution A browser, ID and password are
all you need to start using your
dispatch system
Customized Solution Implement solutions to satisfy
your needs
Hassle-Free Solution Limited software installation,
no client-server or network
maintenance needed

New in SafeNet™ v4.0, Live GPS Status

Markets
Served

Version 4.0 Improvements


Updated Live GPS Status—More than six indicators, including inside building/
no GPS, live street view - the view centers on units with each update













Improved history with animation playback and street view



Enhanced zone definition and updates: zones can be superimposed on each
map type



Completely revamped messaging interface: see last messages for each unit
at-a-glance including their status, focus on individual units and send/ receive
messages from the live map, work with group messages, and see desktop
notifications even when the application is not visible.



Optimized Engine: Faster and more robust, easy-to-use and feature rich

Public Safety
Government
Transportation
Utilities
Industrial
Mining
Education
Hospitality
Healthcare

SafeNet™ v4.0

Advanced Historical Report

New Features


Tablet support: native support on application level for Android and iOS in
Chrome (7’’ minimum, recent models - 2 GB RAM)



Real-time alerts with desktop notifications: See events as they happen, define
your own alerts for zones and speeding, get notifications for each event
if the app is not visible



Full Screen Support: minimize the control panel and focus on the map



Customized User Accounts: Carriers can tailor user accounts according to
their needs (add and remove individual features, map can be standalone with
no control panel - perfect for dispatch screen panels, read-only displays, etc.)



Instant Help: Receive quick information on what is in front of you, or jump to
the help document when needed

Why SafeNet™?
Adding SafeNet™ v4.0 solutions almost instantly provide a return on
your investment through benefits including: increased productivity, time
and route management, effective customer service, fleet maintenance
monitoring, insurance premium reductions for incorporating GPS/AVL
applications into your business model, improved communication, real-time
data to pinpoint cost saving opportunities, reductions in overtime and
other operating expenses and many more.

A World of Wireless Applications
SafeMobile is a premier global two-way radio solution provider,
application developer and complete systems integrator, honored with the
industry's most prestigious awards, partnerships and affiliations. We
provide a world of wireless radio data applications, both client-hosted and
web-based, with integration services for DMR, TETRA, and P25 radio
systems. Call, click or visit us on the web to see how we can assist you.

www.safemobile.com

Contact Us
Give us a call for more
information about our
products and services.
SafeMobile
3601 E. Algonquin Rd.
Suite 800
Rolling Meadows, IL
60008
(866) SAFEMOBILE
+1.847.818.1649
sales@safemobile.com
Visit us on the web at
www.safemobile.com

